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Slowly Growing Intégral and Subharmonic Functions

by W. K. Hayman, London

1. G. Pikanian [3] recently proved the following

Theorem A. There exista a séquence {tn, rn} such that the intégral function

has the property that each half-line contains infinitely many disjoint segments

of length 1, on which \ f(z) | < 1. Corresponding to each real-valued function
h(r) satisfying the condition

the séquence {tn,rn} can be so chosen that the inequality

log\ f(re»)\<h(r)
holds for r>r0 and ail real 6.

Ebdôs conjectured that if on the other hand

as r -> oo, uniformly in 6, then \ f(z) \> K outside a set of bounded régions
subtending angles at the origin whose sum is finite. It would foliow that for
almost every fixed 0, \ f(reie) | -» oo as r -» oo.

In this paper the above conjecture will be proved and a little more.
We shall call an c?-set any countable set of circles not containing the origin,

and subtending angles at the origin whose sum s is finite. The number s will
be called the (angular) extent of the c?-set.

We make the following remarks
(i) For almost ail fixed 6 and r>ro(0), z reie lies outside the <5-set.

In fact this is the case unless the ray z reie, 0 < r < oo meets infinitely
many circles of the <?-set. We can write â <5* ^ <5", where <?' contains

only a finite number of circles and <5" has extent less than e. If the ray
z rew meets infinitely many circles of c?, then this ray meets <5" and the
set of such 6 has measure at most e, i. e. measure zéro.

(ii) The set E, of r for which the circle \ z \ r meets the circles of an 6-set

has finite logarithmic measure and à fortiori, zéro density.
Let a circle Cn of an <?-set hâve radius rn and centre distant dn from the
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origin. Then the logarithmic measure ln of the set of r eorresponding to
circles \z\ — r which Cn meets is given by

dn+rn

f o*4^<3^, if '-<*'-•a r a

n

f v*j r
dn-rn

T 2 7*

>
T 2 7

The extent cn of Cn is 2 sin"1 -~ > —~. Thus for ail but a finite number
dn an

of values of n, ln < § cw, and so Eln < + oo. If c (t) is the characteristie
fonction of the set E and ^

T
converges then r r m r

J c(t)dt ^[$c(t)^~ J e*]i < eir

/•«

if r>ro(e), so that J5 has zéro linear density, but the converse is false.
Let u(z) be subharmonic and not constant in the plane and write

B(r) B(r, u) sup u(z)

Then B(r) is a convex increasing fonction of log r and so tends to infinity
with r. In the applications we may think of u(z) log | f(z) \ where f(z)
is an intégral fonction, but the more gênerai case has some interest. We then
hâve the foliowing

Theorem 1. With the above hypothèses suppose that

B(r, u) O(logr)2 as r-+oo; (1.2)
then

u(reie)~B{r) (1.3)

uniformly as reie-> oo outside an Ô-set.

Corollary. The relation (1.3) hoids as r-* oo for almost every fixed 6. It
holds uniformly in 6 as r -> oo outside a set of finite logarithmic measure.

The spécial case u(z) — log | f(z) \ where f(z) is regular yields Erdôs'
conjecture and rather more, since Erdos only conjectured that u(z) > 0 outside
an <?-set. In this case Valiron [4, p. 134] showed that (1.3) holds outside
a set of linear density 0. As we hâve just noted an c?-set has linear density 0,
but the converse is false, so that our resuit is stronger than that of Vauron.

We prove a further resuit generalizing the case u(z) log | f(z) \, when
f(z) is a polynomial.
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Theorem 2. Suppose that u(z) is subharmonic and not constant in the plane
and that _ ^nB(r,u) O (log r), as r -> oo

Then u(reie) B(r,u) + o(l) uniformly as reie -> oo outside an <5-set.

Finally we note that if eu{s) is continuous it is not difficult to prove by
means of the Heine-Borel theorem that we may sélect a subsystem C
from our c?-set such that only a finite number of the circles of <£* meet any
bounded set. In the gênerai case this is not possible since u(z) — oo may
take place for a set of z which is dense in the plane.

2. Let u(z) be a subharmonic function satisfying u(Q) 0. If this
condition is not satisfied we replace u(z) inside | z \ < 1 by the Poisson intégral
of its values on | z | 1 and leave u (z) unchanged for \z\ ^ 1. The modi-
fied function is still subharmonic and is harmonie near z 0, so that w(0)
is finite. By subtracting a constant we may suppose that u(0) 0.

It now follows (Heins [2]) that if the order

r-^oo lOg T

then u can be represented as

z
u(z) log l—y dfteç (2.1)

where dfi is a positive measure in the plane for which compact sets hâve
finite measure, and the intégral extends over the f plane. In our applications
q o, so that the above conditions are satisfied. The formula (2.1) reduces

to the Weierstrass product expansion

iog|/(«)|=riog Cn
(2.1')

when u(z) log | /(z) | and f(z) is an intégral function of order less than 1.
Further let n(t) /j,[\z\ <t],

N{r) f n(t)dt
t

6

Then Jensen's formula gives ([1], Lemma 1, p. 473 and (1.7) p. 474).

2n o

so that in particular
N(r) <5(r). (2.2)
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It follows from (2.1) that

|) ^j (2.3)

We suppose in ail cases that

B(r) <C(log r)2, r > r0 (2.4)
Using (2.2) we deduce

r* fa
n(r) log r < J w(£) —- ^ JV^r2) < 4C(log r)2 r > r0

1"e'
n(r)<4Clogr, r > r0 (2.5)

Let
limw(*) n. (2.6)

t—>oo

If ^ 05 ^(2) 0 which is contrary to our hypothèses. If 0 < n < 00

N(r) r^ n log r, as r-» + oo. (2.7)
If n + 00 ^( }_ll^ + OOj as r^ + oo. (2.8)

In the case (2. F), (2.7) corresponds to the case when f(z) is a polynomial
and (2.8) to the case when f(z) is transcendental. In this case Vauron
[4, p. 132] noted that if (2.4) is satisfied then

B(r)~N(r) (2.9)

as r-> oo, and his argument extends at once to subharmonic functions. In
fact from (2.3) we obtain

0 0

Suppose now first that n is finite in (2.6). Let rj be a fixed small positive
number and choose r so large that n(t) > n — r\ for t ^ rjr. Then

r\r 00

nrdt A r + rçr

0 17?

N(r,r) + n log^\ + n log (1 + n)

f

< JV(j?r) + J (n(«) + ^- + » log (1

JV(r) + »? log h n log (1 + rj)
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Since rj may be chosen as small as we please, we deduce in this case that

B(r) ^N(r) + o(l) as r->oo.
In the case (2.8), when (2.4) holds we deduce from (2.5)

B(r) ^N(r) + r f°^ët) dt ^N(r) + O(log r)
r

Since (2.2) holds in ail cases we deduce (2.9) and in the case (2.7) the stronger
resuit

as r->oo. (2.10)

3. In order to prove our results we note that (2.1) and (2.3) give

u(z) - B(r) > J log .^"f' dftec IX + I2 + IZ (3.1)

say, where Ix is taken over the range | f | < -J | z \, I2 over the range

il2l<|C|<2|z|, and /3 over the range | C | > 2 | z \.
1 4- xWe note that log -y-^ < 3 #, f°r 0 < x < \, so that for \z\ ri x

ici
J--'1O§"

Similarly

1 + 3i

2f

In case n is finite in (2.6), suppose that n(t)> n — e, t>t0. Then if
r > 2£0, we hâve

0 0 «o

so that
/j -> 0 as r -> oo

Similarly we hâve for r > t0

Thus in this case

It->0, I3->0, as r->oo. (3.2)
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Consider next the case when (2.4) and hence (2.5) holds. In this case we
hâve for r > r0,

J6'

r J logr,

Wtdt

2r 2r

+ !]•
Thus in case (2.4) holds we hâve, uniformly as z ~> oo,

/i O(log|s|), J8 0(log|z|). (3.3)

4. It remains to estimate I2 and this estimation is the crux of the paper.
We need a form (Lemma 2) of the Boutroux-Cartan Lemma applicable to
subharmonic functions.

In order to prove this we use the following resuit ([1], Lemma 4, p. 482).

Lemma 1. Suppose that ju,[\ z | < h] n > 0, and that 0 < d < \h. Then
there exists a set of circles S the sum of whose radii is at most d and such that
for | z | < -JA, and z outside 8 we hâve

h
2(2 - f) < n log —-j

We deduce

Lemma 2, Suppose that fi is a positive measure in the plane vanishing
outside a compact set1), and such that the measure n of the whole plane satisfies
0 < n < oo. Then we hâve

J log | z — Ç | djueç ^nlogg
outside a set of circles the sum of whose radii is at most 32 q

Suppose that ^[| £ | > R] 0. In this case we hâve for | z \ > R + q

J log | s — f | dfxe^ > J log (| z | - R)dixei n log (| z \ - R) > n log q.

Thus we may confine ourselves to points in the circle | z | < R + Q • In
Lemma 1 choose h 4(iî + @). Then we hâve for | 2 | < \h and 2 lying
outside the set S of circles, the sum of whose radii is at most d

x) This condition is not essential but simplifies the proof.
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provided d < \h. The resuit holds also if d^\h since we can choose for
S the single circle | z \ < \h. Since the circle | z — f | < \h includes the
circle | £ | < i?, the intégral on the left-hand side may be taken over the
whole plane. We deduce

32
log n log d

for | z | < R -f~ q outside the set of circles S the sum of whose radii is at
most d, and setting d 32q Lemma 2 follows.

Lemma 3. Suppose ihat fi is a positive measure in the plane such ihat the

measure of the whole plane outside the origin is n, where 0 < n < oo. Suppose
also that K > 7. Then we hâve

|c I + I z I

when z ^ 0 émd 2: lies outside an <S-set S of angular extent at most 4000 e~K.
Set Rv 2V, v - 00 to 00 and let ^ /*[£ | iî^ < | C |

Then Z /uv 3n. Also we hâve by Lemma 2 for Rv <
J log | C — s | dpeç > ^v log qv

outside a set Sv of circles the sum of whose radii is at most 32^. We assume

32^<|j?v. In this case each circle either lies entirely in \z\<Rv, in
which case we ignore it, or in | z | > %RV, in which case if h is its radius, the

angle it subtends at the origin is at most 2 sin-1 -=- < g Hence the
Jty JXy

extent of ail the circles of Sv which meet the range Rv < | z | < Rv+1 is at

most 0v
™®v

provided pv < -rrj— Since also | z \ + \ £ | < 6J?V in the
JtCv 128

range we hâve outside thèse circles

Hence à fortiori

say. We hâve supposed qv < —~r- which is certainly satisfied if
128

K > log 768 6.64, since {iv ^n. In this case

dv 64tc-^-= 384^expl — <384rc—e A,

6 Commenter!! Mathematici Helvetici
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since for x ^ 1, and y ^ 1, erxv ^—e~x. Thus we hâve in the whole
plane

•^O I *• I I I „2|Z| I C I I I Z

outside an <?-set of extent at most
00

Z 6V< 3.384^-* < 4000e~z

This proves Lemma 3.

5. Proof of Theorem 2. We can now prove our results. We start with
the simpler Theorem 2. Suppose then that n is finite in (2.6) and that

n (t) > n for r > rp. Then it folïows from Lemma 3 that for p ^ 7

and | z | > 2rp, we hâve

I2= f log ' dfjier> - p
£|z|<|C|<2|z| I Ç I + I Z I

b p p*

outside an c?-set €9 of extent at most 4000 e~p. For in Lemma 3 we set

dfjieç 0 for | f | ^rp, and the total measure of the remainder of the plane
is then at most p~2, Thus we may take n p~2, K p in Lemma 3.

oo

If (?=ud?J,, then we hâve if z is outside c?and | z \ > 2rv,

2 ~~~v'

In view of (2.10), (3.1) and (3.2) we deduce that

u{z) B(r) + o(l) N(r) + o(l)

as z -> oo outside c?, and this proves Theorem 2, since the extent of G is at
most

6. Prooî of Theorem 1. In view of Theorem 2, we may assume without loss

of generality that n(r)~> oo, as r-> oo.
Let r^, be the upper bound of ail numbers t such that n(t) < p. Then rp

is nondecreasing with increasing p and rp -> oo as ^ -* °° • In Lemma 3

take for dju the mass distribution djue^ of (2.1) for | C | < ^rp+1, and set

dp 0 otherwise. By (2.5), the total measure of the plane is then at most

40 log (2r»+1) SC log r^ + 0(1)
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when p is large. Hence it follows from Lemma 3 that for large p, we hâve
for \z\<r2p+li

outside an <?-set of extent e-iVp.
We now distinguish two cases

(i) Suppose that rp+1 <2rp.
In this case we hâve for rp ^ r <

0 r*
Thus in this case we hâve for r\ ^ | z \ < r2p+1, when 2? is large,p+1,

(6.2)

outside an <?-set of extent at most e-iVv.
(ii) Suppose next that t^ ^ 2r^.
Then

if |r^ > rp, i.e. r^ > 2 and so by Lemma 3 we hâve

ii2i<rci<2|2|

for r^ < | z | < |^+i, outside an <?-set of extent at most 4000 e- Vp. Also
in this range

4

Thus (6.3) implies

I%(z) > ~ N(\ z |) (6.4)
Vp log rv

Also for ir^,x ^ I z I < rî+1, we hâve

N(r) ^fUt) ^->plog^^plog (çff== f O^g r,+1 + 0(1)}

Hence in view of (6.1) we deduce that for large p and \rv+x ^.\z\< r
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we hâve

I2(z)>
U

N(\z\)
Vp

outside an c?-set of extent at most e-iVv. In view of (6.2) and (6.4) we see

that in ail cases we hâve for p> pQ and r\ < | z \ < r*+1

Vp
00

provided z lies outside an (?-set <SV of extent at most 2c-è^. If (?=U(?r
then the extent of S is finite and as z -> 00 outside € ps*Po

in view of (2.9). Using (2.8), (3.1) and (3.3) we deduce Theorem 1.

I am greatly indebted to Professor Pibanian for letting me see the M. S.

of his paper and to Dr. Erdos for suggesting the problem to me.
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